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THE GOOCH THAT ATE PITTSBURGH
by Doctor Gonzo
You can’t throw people in Seattle off cliffs like you
can in Alaska. The month of June 2009 was one of the
worst in history with the exception of a mostly classy
visit from two KA staff members. The Gooch leaves the
state of Alaska and the Governor quits. I’m not saying it was connected, but I’m not saying it wasn’t. A
heartbroken and lonely Ms. Palin surely missed her favorite Wasilla High Assistant Principal. Or Assistant to
the Principle, I can never get it straight.

playing half court games of huff and puff with a rubber ball. It brings up the need for universal healthcare
(the dreaded socialized medicine). One ball to the face
or a much-feared Farmer elbow to the solar plexus can
definitely parlay into a trip to the Emergency Room.
In order to do my part to help Obamacare, everybody
in the league has healthcare. Not provided by Doctor
Gonzo of course, although, free rides to the nearest
urgent care can be arranged by my statistician.

Let’s not talk about why June was so bad; instead let’s
look forward to the endless summer (at least in the
Pac NW). Artificial Khaos Films is in full swing with a
selection as official entrant to the Tacoma Film Festival for the short film “The Checkout Girl”, a Seattle
screening this weekend and soon to be released DVD.
Many other exciting endeavors exist for sure, but too
soon to be discussed.

I still haven’t heard from Jack White about a Tonight
Show appearance for local band, Ricochet Biscuit.
Hopefully, he got the demo and is just too busy painting his house red and white to respond. Sadly, Rico
Biz played it last show in Seattle for who knows how
long. Lead singer, “Just Like” Evan and his lady friend
are moving to LaCrosse, WI (should give Bloomer some
live prey to hunt). We wish the nothing but the best
and the best way to counteract too much cheese is
with fiber. Until the Fall. Peace.

Doctor Gonzo’s Big Top Summer basketball league has
been a roaring success. A bunch of late 30 something’s
AK
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Features

by Stu
(E=Excellent; S=Satisfactory; P=Progressing; I=Needs Improvement)
Zach Galifianakis: E. “Doug’s a white.”

Assistant to the Editor: Stash Z. Michelle Bachmann: S. My representative in Congress is freaking out about
General Sales: the saint
the Census, because she’s worried the secret Muslims at ACORN are going
Esquire: Dr Gonzo
to gay marry the people they survey or something. No, really, she’s worried about this. While it’s not her trademark brand of full-tilt, electionArt Director: Dr Gonzo
year crazy, it’s nice to have this as an off-year apertif. Palin/Bachmann ’12
Production Director: Stash Z
is going to be awesome.
Art Department: Forty 11
Superchunk’s cover of Devo’s “Girl U Want,” E. Found this on a cassette in
MAIN CONTRIBUTORS:
the glovebox of my wife’s Metro. Completely forgot about it, is currently
Stash Zyka - Middle Earth
my favorite thing ever. RAWK.
the saint - City of Angels
Stu - Saint Cloud (East)
The Omnipresence of Jon & Kate Gosselin: I. I’m so old that I remember
Rev. Wild Bill - New Munich
when TLC would just run Trading Spaces marathons, and you could watch
Kung Fu Mike - Minneapolis Hildy hang black wallpaper everywhere and staple dead flowers to it, and
Notorious V.I.G. - Osseo
everyone had a good, guilt-free laugh. Now, there’s this. GAH. Those kids
Bloomer - Hudson
are screwed, but adorably so.
the Gooch - Wasilla
Kyles - Pittsburgh
The Minnesota Twins Bullpen: I. Bring back Doug Corbett and Carl Willis.
Sam Chao - Queen Anne
Rober Goulet, Jr. - Ballard
“Stillness Is The Move,” Dirty Projectors: E. Indie-rock slow jamz? Weirdly
thrilling.
AK Online: Dr Gonzo
Circulation: Dr Gonzo
Dollhouse: P. At times basically unwatchable (that faux-Pussycat Dolls epiMain Offices:
sode was so bad that it reminded me I was watching TV on a Friday night),
4011 2nd Avenue NW
it improved to the point that I was genuinely happy about it getting picked
Seattle, WA 98107
up for a second season. More Alpha and more Whiskey, please.

>>>> Contact Us
Write to Letters: Artificial Khaos,
4011 2nd Avenue NW, Seattle,
WA 98107.
Email: artificialkhaos@yahoo.com
Subscribe: artificialkhaos.com
Mail: AK Customer Service
P.O. Box 665-6667
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Iran: P. Hope for the best, don’t interfere, change the color of your Twitter
avatar if it makes you feel better.
The Blackbird Café, Minneapolis: E. Their Longhorn sandwich plus Bell’s
Oberon on tap is hard to beat. If someone else is buying, even better.
Wayne Coyne talking smack about the Arcade Fire: S. I don’t have anything
against the Arcade Fire, it’s just that I’ll follow Wayne Coyne to the gates
of Hell.
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Features

by Paul Wall
It’s been a long time since I’ve contributed. After the
demise of my good friend, Mr. Stud, I haven’t really
felt like writing. You could say I was in a drunken artistic ditch. It’s a metaphor (but it’s literal, as well.
I’ve really passed out in some ditches since his deflation.) But time marches on and we all have to be
strong. And I have been lucky enough to find new inspiration and a reason to write again.
I wish I could say that friends or family or God
brought me out of that cold, weedy, bum-infested
ditch that I was in (both metaphorically and literally)
but none of that really helped. No, instead I found
my reason to go on in one of the few Kansas City bars
that I was still allowed into.
Everyone in this trendy hot spot was socializing and
dancing. I, of course, was deep in thought, replaying
the events of the night that led to Mr. Stud’s demise,
once again wondering if things could have somehow
gone differently, when all of a sudden it happened.
My interest was slowly peaked by a few lines to this
song that the DJ had just started playing. I couldn’t
quite make it out but I already knew that I had heard
this song before and I had loved it.
Eventually it kicked into the undeniably great chorus:
You’re the best around
Nothing’s gonna ever keep you down!
You’re the best around
Nothing’s gonna ever keep you down!
You’re the best around
Nothing’s gonna ever keep you dooooooooown!
I was back! Almost instantly I was up on the floor lip
synching, face-to-face, with total strangers. All the
energy and joy that had been knocked out of me when
that big, beautiful bag of air was trampled on suddenly radiated all through me. As I screamed out the
chorus I could clearly see Daniel Son punching and
crane kicking his way through the tournament as Mr.
Miyagi looked on approvingly.
AK

		

That song was exactly what I needed. It seemed as
though that song was talking to me. It said, “Hey Guy,
stop beating yourself up about what happened to Mr.
Stud. There was nothing you could do. Let it go. And
remember, you’re the best around. Nothing’s gonna
ever keep you down.”
I was so excited about feeling happy again that I said
goodnight to the girl who was awkwardly rubbing up
against me and went home and Googled who sang that
song. This great American hero’s name is Joe “Bean”
Esposito. Not surprisingly, he had quite a few hits
throughout his career. What is surprising is that he
isn’t touring anymore.
Needless to say, it was hard to sleep that night. I
kept tossing and turning. It wasn’t just the song-induced excitement and energy that was keeping me up;
it was something more. I felt I needed to tell Mr. Bean
Esposito what he had done for me (Damn it, why isn’t
he touring?!!). It didn’t matter. Tour or not, I decided
that night that I was going to find Bean and tell him
how I feel. And I also decided that this momentous adventure needed to be chronicled.
Therefore, I will be reporting (in the Apocrypher, of
course) on the events that occur during this historic journey. This will be a three-part series titled, “In
Search of Bean.” And I’m sure it will win many awards.
I’ve already asked our beloved editor for funds from
our budget to help pay for my expenses but he said
“that was all spent on shirts.” Irregardless (I love that
word), I will be going with virtually no idea of how I
will pay for anything. Destiny, lead the way!
I just hope I don’t run into any guys from the Children
of the Corn movies.
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Features

by D. McCauliflower
Looking down the corridor of summers past, I see
mostly sunshine and schools letting out. But, if I
think long and hard enough, I remember all the work
and responsibility – the intimations of that ‘real
world’ beyond school- that came with a summer job.
Why, just the other day I was fondling a hammer and
remembering that summer I spent working construction: pouring cement, digging ditches, blowing glass,
soldering the iron bars of spiral staircases, etc. I may
have been green behind the ears and wet under the
nose, but my work drew a large wage and commanded
the respect of my co-workers.
Actually, that’s not entirely true. My wage was less
than spectacular, and a lot of my time was spent picking up garbage in parking lots. But I did learn, and
toward the end of summer, I was often paired with
the boss’ son who- with his winning smile and innate
mechanical know-how- soon became a role model. It
is out of respect that I choose here to leave him his
anonymity; so let’s call him ‘Fudge.’
There was only so much that Fudge could teach me.
In fact we got off to a rocky start – literally rocky,
in that we were shoveling large stones from the 2nd
story deck of a condo onto the bed of a truck. And
yes, it’s true that Fudge’s father, my boss, had around
that time pronounced me to be the third worst worker
of the entire construction outfit, i.e., third from the
bottom. But this designation pre-dated some of my
education. I eventually learned to pour concrete into
wooden foundations, sometimes with the intention of
forming walls, and other times poured, believe it or
not, with the intention of forming a floor. Toward the
end of summer I was even entrusted with a supremely
delicate task: a demolition job.
Imagine us, Fudge and I, tearing down walls, dismantling cabinets, busting countertops. Everything –
from ceiling to floor- had to come down. And so we
let our hammers fly. I should note that we weren’t
AK

		

machines: we were human, imperfect. Of course! Like
anyone, we sometimes became dispirited in our work,
or tired, or just plain lazy. This position – so gritty,
so exhausting – could shake you to your own foundations and, like the walls of a 10 foot by 13 foot office
space, you could fall.
It was when our hammers sounded on a solid wooden
ridge that ran along the perimeter of the room at
about waist-level – the kind of ridge one might be
tempted to rest his drink upon- that Fudge and I ran
into trouble. Actually, I can’t say I shared the trouble
– it was mainly Fudge’s problem. Somehow, in demolishing a certain aspect of the ridge, Fudge began to
use his hammer in a different kind of manner. Hard as
it might be to believe, he began to swing his hammer
upwards, in an arcing motion that began somewhere
just above his knees, with the head of the hammer
pointed at the ceiling, and ended with a crushing blow
to the underside of the waist-high ridge which, soon
enough (or so he hoped) would topple from a succession of many blows.
Let me be clear: the ridge did not topple. Instead, the
hammer missed its target, only slightly as it were, and
came swinging into Fudge’s forehead, where it created
something awful and bloody that I never quite got a
good look at.
No doubt we had some form of rag pressed into the
wound in seconds. As we stumbled through the tatters of the office space into the sunlight, looking for
Fudge’s pick-up, I realized that this, here and now,
was my moment. I was going to save the day – in fact,
Fudge was already handing me the keys so that I could
drive him to the ER. I was going to save the boss’ son,
wasn’t I? I was going to bail out the older, more experienced, more callused veteran? Wasn’t I?
It struck me then that Fudge’s car had a manual stickshift. I made a grim confession to Fudge and that
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[PLEASE continued]

was that – he placed a vote of ‘no confidence’ in my
driving, I quickly seconded his vote, and then we were
stumbling along the downtown streets in the general
direction of a hospital.
I may not remember much else about that summer, or
any of the summers since. But I’ll never forget how it

felt to reach that ER and sit down in the waiting room
while Fudge got his head checked out. It was air-conditioned. There were magazines and a television. The
Price is Right had only just begun. So I leaned back
and, for a solid two and half hours, I got paid. Ah,
summer!

WHAT I LEARNED IN OMAHA

Features

by Rev. Wild Bill
• The Roller Skating Museum in Lincoln is still the coolest in the Tri State area. I could say that the strategic
Air and Space Museum east of Ashland Nebraska is amazing but national security concerns prohibit me from
mentioning it. The SR71 Blackbird hanging in the lobby is still as classified as it’s exact maximum speed. If
fact you couldn’t take pictures of it. But you can get a penny pressed with its image for 76 cents.
• I could say that Gorat’s Steakhouse has the best food in Omaha but to be honest I haven’t tried King Kong
burger and anyplace that uses the big monkeys image scores brownie points with me. I am told large gorillas
are used in marketing all over Texas. I can’t wait to go.
• Don’t let your friends drive drunk but do let them order your steak for you whilst intoxicated. I was told the
mooing and kicking coming from my plate was just the steaks way of encouraging me to eat it.
• The Black Anus, a wunderbar German bar just a stumble and hurl away from Beertopia, was a great place to
discuss gay movie topics. You have to make your way through an attractive fun loving crowd of Belgians to a
cold, humid, poorly lit basement with what you are sure are Neo Nazis sitting at a bar in a corner listening
to speed metal, but the prices are worth it!
• Sheri’s 24-7 Nude Girls Girls Girls! could be the only strip club in town or the best strip club in town. I am
told that for an Andrew Jackson and some algebra answers there are some high school girls in North Omaha
who will do more than swing on a pole.
• The Interlude is a wonderful bar with a 70’s feel. I sure hope our waitress Janice had a beautiful wedding
and many happy years together with old what’s his name.
• I know where I will be deer hunting this fall. I’ll be bringing the thirty ought six down in the Ranger. My plan
is to sit at my hosts kitchen table, drink coffee and play cribbage until the brown and horned traffic jam
goes by in the back yard.
• Finally, all local gas stations sell a high grade of oil for a 1990 Ford Ranger with only a few dings in it. Gets
great mileage and only fifty thousand miles, on this engine twenty thousand on it’s current transmission.
Good starter!
AK
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WALLA WALLA WINE AND DINE

food/beverage

by Karl Lazlo

Breffuses in the Norfwess
A lifesaving Blood Mary. Bacon that makes you believe in Santa. Coffee that makes you feel like it was
worth it to drag your hung-over ass out of bed on
a weekend. Ah, breffus. Here are several tasty spots
I’ve been to recently:

Yellow Church Café, 111 S Pearl St., Ellensburg, WA.
I was little too blurry-eyed to remember much about
the food. But the novelty of having a drink in an old
church wasn’t lost on me. I do remember they had
something on the menu called Heavenly Loaf. That
wasn’t lost on me either.

Tommy’s Dutch Lunch, 1203 W Pine St., Walla Walla,
WA.
I know. It sounds like the title to a movie you found
in your dad’s top dresser drawer. And you’ve got to
have some pretty damn good bacon for me to shout
about a place where you can’t get a bloody mary
or even a red beer. But it’s a pile of amazing bacon.
Don’t be afraid to sit at the big shared table in front.
Bathrooms are out back.

Luna, 5620 S Perry, Spokane, WA.
You might be more comfortable here in your grandma’s wide-brimmed, violet hat. But the food is excellent and the BMs are spicy. Try the Croque-Madame—
that’s an open face ham, egg and cheese sandwich if
you’re from Goddard, KS.

Long Branch Café and Saloon, 201 E Main St.,
Weston, OR.
Written up in Gourmet magazine for some such a reason earlier this year. It’s way the hell out of the way
from anything civilized. But you love adventure. Eat
in the dining room and admire the two tons of bricka-brack and the lifelike taxidermy, but order a BM
from the saloon next door. Biscuits and gravy are A1.

AK

		

Original Hotcake House, 1002 SE Powell Blvd., Portland, OR.
Step back into a glorious time forgotten—semi-cafeteria style. Don’t worry if don’t know what to do. They
provide instructions on how to order. No alcohol, but
the natural euphoria is free.
Pine State Biscuits, 3640 SE Belmont St., Portland.
OR.
Pretty goddamn good biscuits and gravy (sausage
or shitake mushroom). Forget about it on a weekend
morning. You’ll just be one of the many hungry and
pissed off people waiting for their order. Sadly, no
BM or red beer. But they make up for, though, on a
Monday morning. Go for the Moneyball (with an egg
over easy).
Genies, 1101 SE Division St., Portland, OR.
They just do everything right. Friendly staff, amazing
food, great coffee, superb BMs. You can’t go wrong
with one of their Eggs Benedict dishes. The vegetarian version with a risotto cake is even better than the
traditional. The biscuits and gravy are the best I’ve
ever had outside the Husky Boy’s kitchen.
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Features

by Kyles the PhD of Plastics
It was finally time to take the girlfriend to meet the last of my immediate family, Pops and step-family. Lucky
for us, they live in Rapid City at the base of one of the most beautiful places on earth, the Black Hills. Not
that meeting some of my family in Fargo earlier wasn’t nice for her, but unless you have some weird fetish for
flat fields of corn, not much to see there.
All went well with the trip there. Bonus: Chili’s restaurant in the Minneapolis airport! Not something we have
around the City of Champions, so exciting to me. The extra salty chips and strong onion and garlic of the salsa
are my weakness. Two thumbs up! [Ed. We believe this is sarcasm]

Rapid City doesn’t look like much upon arrival at the airport. Heidi has been listening to me go on and on
about the scenery, but the hills are off in the distance, so nothing to see yet. We dumped the gear and headed up to Hill City for dinner. I’ve really missed eating buffalo as well living out east, so big buffalo burgers for
both of us. Heidi wasn’t sure if she would like it, but she was instantly converted after the first bite.
The next day included a picnic at Lake Sylvan and a drive down Needles highway, including the Cathedral Spires.
No more doubting how beautiful the area is at this point. The pine trees, the granite outcroppings, untouched
wonders. Incredible stuff. My Father likes to point out that Lake Sylvan is not right behind Mt. Rushmore, despite what you saw in National Treasure 2, so dropping some knowledge on you. As we climbed out on to a formation for this first picture and were sitting down, Heidi accidentally bumped me and nearly knocked me over
the edge to my left. It was about a 2-3 story drop and I definitely had a moment of fear for my life as I caught
myself from falling over with my hand. Adrenaline rush! When we looked over, there was water below, but with
rocks about two feet below the surface, so I think I can safely say she tried to kill me that day.
We were then out walking again at many stops along the Needles highway. What was I thinking wearing flipflops that day? At one point, one slipped off and I got a nice gash on my foot. I went for sympathy after that
saying I might have granite poisoning, but no takers. Below we are stuffed into a rock opening just below the
famous Needles. I thought we might need the jaws-of-life to pry my big gut out of there. I had bad images of
me as a lead story on the evening news at that moment.
Our next day included Mt. Rushmore and Crazy Horse. It doesn’t get much more awe inspiring than that. There
is a very cool walking trail that will lead you right under Rushmore, but there is a surprise. The second half of
the trial is a whole lot of steps down to a studio, followed, of course, by quite a few up. Bad enough for a fat
AK
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[GOLD continued]

guy walking uphill normally, but at altitude, I was sucking wind like a Hoover. Good times, good times. Lunch at
the monument included more buffalo (stew and chili). Notice a theme here? The buffalo obsession, not the fact
that I like to eat, so shut it, Mr. Dill!
Just when you are thinking Rushmore is big, you see Crazy Horse and realize that all of Rusmore will fit into the
head of Crazy Horse. It seems to be a never-ending monument build, since they are unwilling to take money
from the government. How unusual in today’s world, but I’ll save that rant for another time. Here’s a view of
the monument behind a scale model of what it will look like eventually. It’s a 360° monument, so it will be many
more decades until it is completed
Time ran out quickly on our adventure and much has been untold, so I’ll just say thanks to the family for a wonder time. Hopefully we can visit again soon.

WHAT FATHER’S DAY MEANS TO ME

Features

by Rev. Wild Bill
So I’m writing this on Fathers Day which I am well
aware is neigh past the deadline. Thank you sweet editor. Since my dad never wears ties and really shouldn’t
eat anything at a fathers Day Buffet I thought I’d
write him an essay, for a flaming gay on line magazine that I am positive he wouldn’t take the time to
read anyway. If he did read it I am sure he would have
to return his NRA membership or trucking license or
both. All that don’t drop the soap and sleep with you
back to the wall advice he gave me before I left for
college was wasted. Seriously half the guys in GLBT
were just posers. He should have given me that advice before I went to homo erotic Boy Scout Camp.
Oh sweet boy on boy memories.
Anyway I don’t have a lot of memories of my father
from childhood. Dad was always working. I do remember when He electrocuted me. 120 volts of household
current running through my preteen body is something you don’t readily forget. The next time someone
says hold these two wires you double think that trust
exercise. This might explain why I like to take wires out
of houses especially houses that are not mine.
Apart from nothing and being electrocuted I remember Dad taking me to baseball games. It was a
town team in one of the many small towns we hopped
through on our way to greater riches or whatever. This
particular small town had covered wooden bleachers
AK

		

which I’m sure are either torn down, burned and or
covered in neo nazi graffiti. The park was few blocks
from our house, so we walked there. I don’t remember
anything about the games or the team. I remember
having a hot dog and just doing something with my
Dad. Experts point out that children relish one on one
time with parents and other care givers. One on one
time give them power over other children and gives
them power over you, much like if God listens to your
prayers. Of course we know neither example really
happens. In fact I know now that Dad taking me to
the ball game was mostly a ploy to get me out of the
house and let my mom and infant brother sleep.
So to wrap it up, some tips on fatherhood.
Expose your children to natural hazards like electricity in a safe environment, at home.
Don’t let your children join Scouts no matter what
the Supreme Court says.
Let your children discover their sexuality the natural way in the showers at phy ed.
Try the 50’s approach to fatherhood, stay distant
and aloof. It limits your Homer Simpson instincts.
Don’t give your give your children any advice before they go to college. They’ve lived most of it already, they won’t listen and they just want your money. Take your kids to baseball games. I am.
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music

by Kung Fu Mike
Let me get the unpleasantries out of the way first:
I really don’t care if hebephiliac/King of Pop Michael
Jackson sold 2 billion albums; my dad was the clinical director at a Children’s home for emotionally disturbed and autistic children. I’ve seen firsthand the
affects of sexual misconduct perpetrated on young
children – even by parents and guardians who “loved
them”. Acquitted? You don’t pay a family $20 million
dollars for simply sitting too close to their pubescent
boy while playing Candyland. R.I.H. M.J.
Antony from Antony and the Johnsons gets my vote
for creepiest new artist. A creepiness on par with “It
puts the lotion in the basket” but short of the creepiness of the secret passageways to the guest rooms at
Neverland ranch. When I hear Antony sing all I can
think of is a eunuch Marilyn Manson singing opera.
To fans of Pulp’s ’98 release This is Hardcore I would
highly recommend the new Jarvis Cocker album. Likewise, if you dig Camera Obscura check out God Help
the Girl, a side project of Peter, Bjorn and Jonh’s Stuart Murdoch.
Magician / Screenwriter / Actor / Playwright / Comedian / Banjo player Steve Martin has a fantastic
new release [I’m 100% serious] of 5-string Banjo music titled The Crow. I was thrilled to find it contains
several tracks from his late 70’s comedy/bluegrass
album Steve Martin and the Steve Martin Brothers.
Wilco has taken an uncomplicated but fresh step back
to their AM radio country rock roots with Wilco (The
Album) – it’s growing on me. Wayne Coyne’s nephew
and members of the Lip’s road crew formed Stardeath
and White Dwarfs back in ’04 and have a new release
title The Birth – the debut album follow up to an
’05 ep (I hear a slightly disco version of Death From
Above 1979). Minneapolis band Colonial Vipers attack
changed their name to [the more marketable I guess]
Two Harbors. Little e and I saw them play the Uptown
bar a month ago - ears still ringing. “You Pulled the
rug Out” – pure shoe gazer guitar pop bliss will be on
AK

		

my year end favorite’s list. Check out the in studio
performance on The Current’s website. I want to hate
‘sinister Bripopsters’ Kasabian but the tune “Fire” is
just too damn catchy. Other recent guilty pleasures
include new releases from The Pet Shop Boys and Depeche Mode. Mac is back as Superchunk with a new
e.p. Leaves in the Gutter – with the usual catchy
fuzzed out pop guitar melodies. I’m a bit disappointed with the sophomore release by Foreign Born but
that may be due mostly to the fact their ’07 debut
was so good [think The Weight is a Gift after Let Go].
But, I may find after a dozen listens I end up liking it
as much as The Weight is a Gift.
If you were born of the generation after Smashing
Pumpkin’s Gish (I’m not) and you have an aversion to
buying anything older than 2 years (I do), grab Silver
Sun Pick-up’s new one Swoon. From the sound of it,
Billy Corgan’s guitar riff patents have lapsed and are
now in the public domain. Telekinesis! [why do bands
add punctuation to their name!?] is my favorite new
band [R.I.Y.L Ash, Blitzen Trapper, America, Midlake
and Nada Surf] – can’t listen to these instantly catchy
tunes enough. For something harder than Jack Daniels neat, seek out the bands Obits and Middle Class
Rut. BLK JKS [pronounced black jacks] is the South
African equivalent to TV on the Radio, their fine new
album Mystery is worth a listen.
40 summer releases you may [or may not] want to
check out: See Page 10.
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[M. Corner continued]
ARTIST

ALBUM

RELEASE

R.I.Y.L.

SONA THE VOICE

Afrikan Juju

P.O.S.

BUILDERS AND THE BUTCHERS

Salvation Is A Deep Dark Well

COFFINBERRY

Coffinberry

ALL INDIA RADIO

A Low High

TWIN BERLIN

Twin Single

BOWERBIRDS

Upper Air

CASS MCCOMBS

Catacombs

CLUTCH

Strange Cousins From The West

CUB COUNTRY

Stretch That Skull Cover And Smile

LEE HARVEY OSMOND

A Quiet Evil

MINUS 5

Killingsworth

NEBULA

Heavy Psych

PEGGY SUE

Lover Gone [EP]

PINE HILL HAINTS

To Win Or To Lose

RURAL ALBERTA ADVANTAGE

Hometowns

SOULO

Sun Valley

UUVVWZ

UUVVWWZ

YOUNG FRESH FELLOWS

I Think This Is

BIG D AND THE KIDS TABLE

Fluent In Stroll

NOW, NOW EVERY CHILDREN

Cars

AMO JOY

The Same Design

BRIAN BONZ AND DOT HONGS

From Sumi To Japan

GINA VILLALOBOS

Days On Their Side

MISS DERRINGER

Winter Hill

ORANGE SECTOR

Mindfuck

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

One Nation Underground

THE NYMPHETS

I See

THE WEEKS

Rumspringa

TY SEGALL

Lemons

BIRDS OF AVALON

Uncanny Valley

JEREMY DAVENPORT

We’ll Dance ‘Til Dawn

MEGAFAUN

Gather, Form, And Fly

THE MOOG

Razzmatazz Orfeum

10 FT. GANJA PLANT

Bush Rock

KEYGRIP

Vis-a-vis [EP]

HOLIDAY SHORES

Columbus’d The Whim

NOISETTES

Wild Young Hearts

GRANT LANGSTON

Stand Up Man

MARMOSET

Tea Tornado

6/25
6/30
6/30
7/1
7/1
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/9
7/9
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/14
7/21
7/21
7/21
7/21
7/28
7/28
7/28
8/1
8/4
8/4
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Daniel Johnston, Kings of Leon, Appalachian-Goth
Strokes, Little Joy, Chris Mars, Neil Young
Ambient instrumental
The Strokes, Julian Casablancas
Peter Adams, Calexico, (later) Rosebuds
Grizzly Bear, My Morning Jacket, Foreign Born
Faith No More, Skynyrd
Tommy Keene, Wilco, Alt. Country Jets to Brazil
13th Floor Elevators, Black Flag, McLusky
Nick Lowe, Wilco, Young Fresh Fellows, Kinks
Mudhoney, Hendrix, Black Sabbath
Feist, Regina Spektor
Southern Culture on the Skids, Mojo Nixon, The Sadies
Human Highway, Pixies, Grizzly Bear
Electronica, Aphex Twins
Avant-Rock/Blues, Deerhoof, Lydia Lunch
Yo La Tengo, G.B.V., C.V.B, R.E.M., Minus 5
Mighty Might Bosstones, Rage Against the Machine
Laura Veirs, Metric, Postal Service
Syd Barrett, Destroyer, Bowie, Zappa, The Beatles
Simon & Garfunkel, Crystal Skulls, Ben Gibbard
Marlee MacLeod, Rickie Lee Jones, Steve Earle
The Geraldine Fibbers, No Doubt, Raveonettes
Skinny Puppy, Blue Man Group
Dylan, The Beta Band
Dead Kennedys, The Muffs
Kings of Leon, Southern Rock in general
Johnnie Polansky, J.S.B.E, The Cramps
Flaming Lips, Television
Michael Bublé’, Harry Connick Jr., Grover Washington Jr.
Bon Iver, The Avett Brothers
We Are Scientists, The Fratellis, Arctic Monkeys
Lieutenant Stitchie
Luna, The Cure, House of Love
The Walkmen, Flaming Lips
Yeah, Yeah, Yeahs, PJ Harvey
John Doe, Damnations Tx, Dwight Yoakam
The Feelies, VU, Pavement
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by Stash Zyka
PAGEANTRY

TRAGEDY

ANARCHY

I run.

I runned.

Iran.

Pittsburg Penguins

Plundered Penguins

Palestinian Penguins

CWS

ALS

BCS

Facebook

Face plant

Face down (just like Elvis)

Star Trek

Stars Dancing

Stars imploding

Swine BBQs

Swine Blues

Swine Flu’s

Gin & Tonic

Gin & Chronic

Gin & Ipecac

G3 Network

G3 String

G3 Spot

Los Angeles Lakers

Minneapolis Lakers

Minneapolis Angels (?)

Twitter

Twetter

Twatter

culture

NEW POEM OUTLET
if it all started in the garden of eden
then it all ended there too
we need to get the record straight
there was no tree of knowledge
it was a metaphor
but not for knowledge
it started out as self-awareness
in the proto-language that
the early humans spoke to each other
and thought god spoke to them
which was later translated into
some unnamed dead language
and eventually into hebrew
and greek and latin and OE
so somewhere some scribe fucked up
and here we are:
AK

		

self-awareness means knowledge
so what does that mean to us?
it means that even the early humans
knew that consciousness
was not a gift
but a burning bag of shit
it was what separated
us from the animals
and the daily bliss they feel
not having that inner greed
to satisfy with
information
entertainment
achievement
and all manner
by zykawitz kalashnikovski
of material items
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by Little Liza Rinny
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photo

A gal and her shed
by A.T. Sweet

Alaskan Cadillac
by Gooch

Uhlenkounts Cerberus
by Wild Bill

Dreams of Metal
by B. Markle
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by Stash Zyka
Summer is always a very good
time to get your beer cocktail
on, or to get your cock on some
beertail. Either way, lets lay
down some working definitions.
First, beer: an alcoholic drink
consisting of water, grain (usually
barley), hops and yeast (except
in tribal communities). Lager is
made with a particular yeast that
likes to be cold, i.e. lagered. Ale is made with a different yeast that likes warmer climes. The ale yeast tends
to make the beer sweeter than the lager yeast. Pilsner
is a lager beer that is particular about its hops, or
bastardization by American marketers.
Now to cocktails. The simplest beer cocktail is a Red
Beer, or Bloody Beer or the Underage Mary. As you
might guess this is a lager mixed with any manner of
tomato juice, straight, spicy or more adventurous. If
you’re not sure about this, just try a Bud Light Clamato Chelada in the singles section of your local liquor
store. If you barely like this, then you can mix something much, much better. Another common beer cocktail is the Shandie, or Shantie, or Shandy, or Shanty,
or Shandscthee. This is lager mixed with either lemonade or your basic lemon lime soda, like a 7-Up or its
kin. I like to pour the soda first and agitate the fizz
out of it, then pour the lager and mix. This flattens it,
for certain, but also avoids a sticky mess.

Snake Bite
you’d expect – like Long Island Teas in Yard Glasses.
There are many variations of the Snake Bite, the most
common is probably Snake Bite Black, with a dash of
blackcurrant.
Black Velvet is special, and not for the Nancy Boys
(Bouge), it is stout mixed with hard cider, and it will
FYU! Some call it a poor man’s black velvet, so allow
me to explain. A Royal Nut is when some arsehole mixes
champagne with stout. What? That sounds like something that only a nut would do. Indeed, hence the
name. Back in Victorian England, this may have been
confused for a Black Velvet, but the term has dropped
out of vogue ever since the friction that led up to
WWI.

Now life gets trickier. There is much debate in relation to the Black & Tan, the Snakebite, the Black Velvet and the Royal Nut. A proper Black & Tan consist of
ale topped with stout, in that order, so the dark seeps
down into the ale. End of discussion. Now, a snake bite
is a lager mixed with hard cider. Lore has it that an
invisible synergy takes place when beer, lager or ale,
is mixed with cider (usually apple based). What kind of
synergy? The kind that slaps you up way faster than
AK
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Tales From the Smoke Shop

Day Two we called, “Game Day,” as it, being the entire
second (and last) half of this two act story, we quickly
assessed as our more complex day of shooting. This
was the day we’d have all the extras and shoot the entire tee ball game as well as the gripping post game
conclusion. The extras, all our friends we invited,
were mostly cool about showing up like they said they
would. (A few bitched out, but that’s to be expected,
this being Seattle.) It turned out our director/cameraman was the unreliable one.

to sleep. Overnight Cisco left a message on my phone
promising to be there the next day and sure enough
he wasn’t. Our extras were, although they staggered
in over the course of several hours, barely any of them
showing up promptly at eight like we’d asked. Their
tardiness was not only fine, but preferred due to our
extreme embarrassment over our director/cameraman
being M.I.A. (Yeah, he wasn’t answering his phone either.) We were paniced. What the hell could we do? I
didn’t know how to direct. Shit!

We set the date with plenty of time to get as many
people on board as possible, then, about a week before “Game Day,” Dude (Cisco) stopped returning my
calls. At first I chocked this up to the routine busyness one experiences at age twenty-four and thought
nothing of it. Then, suddenly, it was the night before
the shoot (Shoot Eve!) and Dick Licker hadn’t called me
back. There was nothing left to do but track him down
at that God awful night club where he worked.

Finally my girlfriend submitted a very valid point: we
should begin shooting sports footage (people catching, swinging, running, hollering, etc.) to make good
use of our time until that son of a bitch showed
up. She, thank God, manned her expensive camera
(I wouldn’t go near that thing) and we shot what we
could until Lunchbox strolled in ninety minutes late as
though nothing out of the ordinary had occurred.

It was right in front of the Space Needle and it sucked
so bad I can’t even remember the name of it. It cost
like $30 to get in. It was packed (as always). The music was loud. The people were dancing, all dressed
to the nines and creepy. The dudes were huge and
looking for fights. The chicks were tiny and looking
for blow. I caught V.D. from the urinal. There was a
fucking V.I.P. room! And, of course, that’s where Cisco
was, I learned from the bartender (one of them). As
you can imagine, all the freaks in that club would give
their Herpes meds to get in said V.I.P. room making it
all the more difficult for me to persuade the staff to
allow me to speak to someone inside. (“I know him.
He’s a friend. We’re shooting a movie tomorrow. I
just need to talk to him for like a second. I don’t have
to go in. He could. . . he could, um, come out. . . or
something.”) I finally had to settle for a bartender
aggreeing to tell him I stopped by, it was urgent, and
he needed to call me. At that point it was damn near
two in the morning so I went home and then worriedly
AK

		

I didn’t want to yell at Cisco, at least not in front of
the bewildered actors, so I didn’t. We simply gave him
the camera and asked what we could do to help. He
was great, I must admit. Once he was there, he was on
the ball. We got great shots of people sliding around,
bruising the hell out of themselves. My girlfriend and
I dressed up as the teams’ mascots- I as a giant ant
with black garbage bags as my thorax and abdomen
and she as a giant praying mantis with basically the
same anatomy. It was a hundred God damn degrees
out and we almost got heat stroke in those costumes,
but it seemed worth it at the time.
We eventually decided, in the interest of having a definitive winner, the Praying Man-Teases would prevail
despite the Abstin-ants’ cheating.
Then it came time for the closing shot. I was explaining to Cisco how we were going to track Joe as he led
the Abstin-ants past the Praying Man-Teases doing the
obligatory Good Game hand slap all the while. We’d
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[T-Balln continued]

see members of both teams amass on one another in
sweet rapturous coital yearning in the background as
a wry smile slowly spread across Joe’s lips in the foreground.
THE END.
“But. . . we started with Ray.”
“Yeah. . . and. . . so we’re ending with Joe.”
“But. . . we started with Ray.”
“Yeah, dude, I know, but we’re ending with Joe.”
“Why are we ending with Joe?”
“Because that’s the whole point. He’s the victor because he proved sex is good to his teammates and the
opposing team.”
“Well, I don’t know, I mean, we started with Ray. Don’t
you think we should end with Ray too?”
“No, cuz that’s the whole point. We start with Ray,
then end on Joe. There’s a whole arc there. We go
from sad to happy.”
“I don’t know, man. I think we should end on Ray.”
[pause.]
“Well, look, man. It’s your vision, dude, so, you know,
do what you think is best and I trust your judgement.”
“Okay, cool. Let’s end on Ray then.”
“Whatever you say, dude. Just make it work.”
So we ended on Ray. Ray replaced Joe in that last
victory march and, of course, he looked just as downtrodden and depressed as he had in the beginning of
the film because all that sex happening behind himthat wasn’t what his character wanted. Sure enough
once the film was edited, the lack of arc became apparent.
Cisco concurred the story needed something else.
I scripted a middle scene to go in between Day One
and Day Two. This middle scene would complete the
requisite three act story standard and also reveal the
Praying Man Teases as a band of vicious aliens bent on
eating the Abstin-ants during the pen-ultimate orgy
AK

		

and subsequently conquering the world, all of which
would be added to the Game Day footage we shot via
post production trickery.
Cisco didn’t buy it. He thought the extra terrestrial
element compromised the integrity of the piece. He
instead wanted narration throughout the film to tie
some loose threads together.
I was vehemently opposed to this idea and the deadline for entry loomed mere days away.
Cisco and I accepted the fact we couldn’t resolve our
differences in time for said deadline. There were also
running time issues. The movie couldn’t be more than
ten minutes long. And yet it was. It was seventeen
minutes long and we were still arguing about adding
another scene.
Our arguments persisted for weeks until finally Cisco
once again gave up on the idea of returning my calls
and that lasted for months this time as I had no desire
to venture back into that God awful club of his to find
his ass. We re-grouped at some point years down the
road and I asked him, “Whatever became of that teeball movie we shot?”
“Oh, yeah,” he said, a glazed, distant, foolish, dreamy
look in his sad boyish eyes. “What did happen to
that?” NOTHING. F#*KING NOTHING.
Nothing ever became of all the blood, sweat, and tears
Joe, Kendra, Ray, Doug, Alicia, Annette, Kate, Eli, Pam,
Tyler, Ian, Katie, Ryan, Celene, and I put into Tee Ballin’.
Just recently I asked Cisco if I could at least have
a copy of what he’d edited up to the point we (he)
stopped working on it. He let me know, without a
shred of remorse, not a single copy of Tee Ballin’ had
survived. He must’ve deleted every frame of it at some
point, he explained, because it sure as hell wasn’t on
his hard drive. Or anywhere else for that matter.
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Ray decided, after that, to hone his editing skills so
I fished through some DV tapes we had stored away.
(We’d since gone on to make at least a dozen other
[non-pornographic] short films without Cisco.) I found
a tape labeled, “Tee Ballin’,” and gave it to Ray, asking
that maybe he, after all this time, could turn the footage into something.

CELEB LOOK-ALIKES

9 (2)

art

by Biz Markle

Ray & I both were excited for him to view the tape with
fresh eyes. We weren’t sure whether it contained all
the Tee Ballin’ footage or just part of it, but we were
hoping something, something, could be salavaged. No.
No, nothing.
There was footage on the tape, but, as Ray reported
to me, it was shot in varying aspect ratios. Some was
shot in sixteen by nine, commonly recognized as the
“letterbox format,” which allows for, as you likely know,
a wider horizontal view of the picture. The rest was
shot in, um, the other ratio, which looks, um, normal
and, uh, not letterboxed. So that’s it. That’s Tee Ballin’. Gone forever.
I grew a moustache for Day One when the dream of
making a porn (or anything) was still alive. I’d shaved
it off by “Game Day,” but. . . so f#*king what?
[Ed. This concludes the serial story, Tee-Ballin’.]

AK
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DA ALI G INTERVIEW WITH AHMADINEJAD
by S.Z.

Ahmadinejad: I am well. Thank you. And I am the president.
Da Ali G: Okay, okay, cool, don’t send no one outs for me.
Ahmadinejad: Okay.
Da Ali G: Did you ever think abouts calling the election before all the
votes were in, that way no ones can sez that yous cheated because yous beat them to its.
Ahmadinejad: There was no need.
Da Ali G: Did you consult with former president Dubya Bush on how to manage the disputed ballots?
Ahmadinejad: No.
Da Ali G: Is the guardian counsel the same as the American’s supreme courts?
Ahmadinejad: Yes, with the exception that the Guardian Counsel is sanctioned by Allah, and the American Supreme Court is peopled by infidels.
Da Ali G: Infidels? Mes can’t see anys of those old cats fiddling around withs someones Julie.
Ahmadinejad: What?
Da Ali G: You know, could you see Judge Breyer all greased up with a couple of scissor backs?
Ahmadinejad: What?
Da Ali G: Hey, you brought it up.
Ahmadinejad: What?
Da Ali G: Okay, next question, how can you tells if yours women are hot when they are all rolledz up in tar paper hoodies?
Ahmadinejad: That is the law.
Da Ali G: But how does yous tell if theys are fit? Theys could be 300 pounds and no one would no it?
Ahmadinejad: Persian women are quiet beautiful.
[continued page 20]

AK
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Tacoma Film Festival Selection

The City of Steel Sucks!
Dude! I promise to pick up the slack once I get my
shit together. It’s been insane….just got back from
visiting the east coast for three weeks and now we
take possession of our new place this week and move
this weekend, so yahhhhhhhhh. Can I put a quick
note in the newsletter that I hate Pittsburgh . First
the steelers, now the penguins????   WTF!!! There is
something fishy going on.   And who wants to live in
that city anyhow??? I hear it is so f*&king dead that
you’ll get complaints on a Saturday night at 10pm
for having a dinner party. I mean come on!!!! I’m not
making this shit up either….I’ve got people who know
and live in the know. by Burkita North
Ed McMahon and Liza Rinny want your
GOLD.
We are doing our best to plan a low impact wedding
for next July 2010! First things first: the ring(s)! Dave
will be using a family ring, but for myself, I was determined to find a jeweler that would fulfill my commitment to our eco-friendly wedding and marriage.
CLICK LINK TO DONATE - GREEN KARAT
by Liza Rinny
Local Fargo Woman Detached from her
Husband
As of 8:55am, Rich and I are no longer “joined at the
PICC”!! Dr. Tight said everything looked good, so he
doesn’t have any more follow-up visits, unless in the
next two weeks, he should develop a fever, chills or
aches. It took about 2 seconds to pull it out, in fact,
Rich was so surprised when he saw it laying on the
cloth, as he didn’t realize the nurse had even done it
yet. We did bring it home, so Kris could see what it
looked like. The nurse put on a bandage with Betadine and he can take that off tomorrow and just use
a regular bandage for a couple days after that. So,
maybe things will get back to “normal” now.
by Rondi Lou
AK

		

• The Checkout Girl was named an official selectionof the Tacoma Film Festival 2009.
• The Seattle premiere is August 9th at 4pm. The
Rendezvous Theater.
• The DVD will be released at the premiere and
available for purchase online in the future. Cover
art by Elemental Studio.
Battleship!Battleship!Battleship!
It’s finally here. The much anticipated web release of
Battleship! Battleship! Battleship! Click on photo
below to access the movie. Running time 29 minutes.
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top ten reasons sarah palin quit

10. Seriously, have you seen the view from her back yard.
9. She wanted to hunt down this hairy bear in Minnesota that Megan Fox was dating.
8. She wanted to adopt Michael Jackson’s three children, Prince, Prince and Princess, she
loves white royalty.
7. Three words, GILF.
6. She couldn’t keep Todd from stinking up the bathroom in the governor’s office.
5. She wants to run for President of the United States in 2010.
4. That Sean Parnell is so cute, she couldn’t say Nooo.
3. Got a call from Trump to be on Celebrity Apprentice, she heard Dennis Rodman was a
Maverick.
2. Wants time off to write a Broadway musical called, The Bridge to Nowhere.
1. She’s moving to California, she heard the governor there was a futuristic robot and
had to removed from office because he was an “illegal”.

[Ali G continued]

Da Ali G: But what ifs you pick an ugly one accidentl’y?
Ahmadinejad: All Persian women are beautiful.
Da Ali G: And if theyre not, just unwraps them from the bottoms up and stop at the heads, right?
Ahmadinejad: What?
Da Ali G: Soz you cant sees their face.
Ahmadinejad: That is the law.
Da Ali G: That’s what I’m talking about…give it up.
Ahmadinejad: Thank you.
Yo, yo, yo. Check yourself before you wreck yourself. I be here witz my main man, Total and Absolute President of Iran, no questions asked, Mister Mahmoud AhmadineAK
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COMMERCE

Internet Links
Ricochet Biscuit
http://www.ricobiscuit.com/
Artificial Khaos Productions presents the
new face of Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new media section
collects most of our film and video projects
in one convenient place. Enjoy.
Click on graphic teleport.

Retrofitted Designs
http://www.retrofitteddesigns.com/
A.J. Rathbun
www.ajrathbun.com
Elemental Studio
www.elementalstudio.com
Alex Doerffler Photography
link

Birdbath Radio
[click image to link]

Cash Richard Kosel
bellyblog-willie.blogspot.com
KHAOS apparel
[click to link]

BUY THIS BOOK
[click image to link]

A.J. Rathbun on FOX news
[click image to link]

Bruno Press
[click bird]
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